Case Study
Exeweb Control Remote Monitoring
Fairfield City Council, a large metropolitan council in Sydney, Australia, has recognised
the value of the Exeweb control remote monitoring system for their Exeloo public toilet
facilities and uses the system extensively, allowing them to provide a better service to
their community.
Fairfield City Council have 9 Exeloo toilet units installed in the region.
Cleaning
The cleaning staff are able to get text messages from the system identifying any units
that have low toilet paper, soap or disinfectant levels so they can replace or top these up
before they run out.

Service
Craig Michelutti of Piperight Services, the Exeloo service agent in Sydney, gets text
messages if there are any technician problems such as a door not closing or a push
button not working. This allows them to arrange immediate service and repair calls to
resolve any problems.
Management
The Public Facilities Manager at Fairfield City Council, from her office computer, through
the web, is able to check usage records. She is also able to change the opening and
closing times of the toilet facilities. When an event is occurring in a particular area, the
Manager can also arrange for any settings to be changed. If there are reports of the
floors being wet, she can increase the floor drying time or if there is a water shortage,
she can reduce the water consumption by changing the flush time on the flush valve or
reducing the frequency or length of time the unit wash system is activated.

Supervision
The Remote Monitoring system also enables her to keep an eye on the cleaning
contractors’ procedures as the system records each time the service bay door is opened
so she can determine how frequently the cleaners are servicing the toilet facilities. Most
of these toilet facilities only need to be cleaned three times a week because the
automatic wash system washes the units regularly.
Summary Page
The Exeweb control dashboard shows all of the units in Fairfield giving a quick summary
of their current status – vacant, occupied, closed – along with a number identifying any
alarm types that are current on any of the units.

Senior Executives
Senior executives at the Council get an automated monthly report emailed to them on
the 7th of each month giving full history of that unit for the previous month, including

occupation levels, opening hours, closing hours, cleaning frequency and even the
percentage of users who have washed their hands.
In addition to the standard monthly reports, the system also offers live numerical data
that can be downloaded for each unit and put into a spreadsheet for greater analysis.

Service and Maintenance
The Exeloo contract servicing team at Piperight Services can minimise the amount of
time spent on any servicing requirements as they are able to go into the remote

diagnostics screen and identify the potential causes of any problems prior to leaving for
the site. This system ensures that the correct equipment can be taken to the job
ensuring the issue is resolved quickly.
Regular Reports

To ensure that the toilet units are kept in top condition, the Council contracts Piperight
Services to carry out a monthly inspection of all the toilet facilities and record their
inspection details on what is known as an Exeloo traffic light report. This report is a
standardised format where every important aspect of the toilet facility is checked and
rated against a pre-determined scale. The net result is a single score being given to each

toilet unit at the end of each month. By analysing these scores over an extended time
period, the management at Council can get a good appreciation of how well their asset is
being maintained. These traffic light reports can also be uploaded to the Exeweb control
site against each unit and the recorded score can be graphed over time.

Exeweb Control Opportunities
The Exeweb remote monitoring system has been recognised by other companies as an
excellent cost effective solution to monitor their products. A leading plumbing product
manufacturer has developed a smart water valve for water supply companies. They
intend to roll this product out in Europe and North America. They have chosen the
Exeweb control system to control these valves. The valve and control system for it is
currently in the testing phase. We believe this broader application of the Exeweb control
technology offers a significant opportunity for expanded revenue.

